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2018–2020 Strategic Plan and Business Plan

The Arts and Heritage Foundation (AHF) went through a
strategic planning process facilitated by Alberta Community
Development in the fall of 2017. The planning process
included board and staff sessions, and evaluated and built
upon the 2014-2017 strategic plan. The vision and mission
statements were revised, a new values statement was adopted
and six goals were identified as priorities for the organization.
The business plan shows the key strategies that have been
identified to achieve the goals.

vision
To play a prominent leadership role in fostering a thriving arts
and heritage community.

mission
To provide exceptional arts and heritage experiences in the
community.

values
Service – Serving the Community
We use our Vision and Mission to guide our programs and
services. Working with a strong network of partners, we
respond to the needs of the community.
Our programming is reflective of community input and we are
respectful of the skills and mandates of other organizations.
We are committed to meeting the community’s demand for
arts and heritage programing while advocating for policy
changes and longer-term solutions to arts and heritage.
Our services are responsive and include volunteer
opportunities. These volunteer opportunities provide support
to our Vision and Mission.
Commitment – Living the Mission
We believe in our Vision and Mission. Our staff, volunteers and
Board are passionate about our work and dedicated to the
task at hand.
We actively promote the Arts and Heritage Foundation (AHF)
in the community. We act as ambassadors and champions for
the AHF.
Responsiveness – Listening and building relationships.
Open to opportunity
We are accessible. We are open to questions, feedback
and conversations. We respond to opportunities. We work
cooperatively with others to promote arts and heritage in our
community.
We develop continuously by increasing our knowledge, skills
and resources to undertake our role and responsibilities.
We care about and listen to others.
Innovation – Seeking change through innovation and
creativity
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Using our creativity, we continuously improve and refine
our programs and services. We are open to doing things
differently and we are solution focussed. With input from
our stakeholders, we act with intention and respond to
opportunities.
We seek improvement and change through innovation. We
use technology and partnerships to increase our efficiency and
effectiveness. We manage change well.
Integrity – Modelling integrity and accountability
Recognizing that we are accountable to donors, partners and
the broader community, we will act with integrity and honesty.
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goals
 Develop innovative ways to optimize our resources
 Raise visibility to increase awareness and engagement with
the Arts and Heritage Foundation
 Diversify our funding sources for long-term success
 Maintain and continue to develop strong collaborations to
ensure our continued arts and heritage leadership in the
community
 The heritage sites are fully restored, expanded, accessible
and open to the community
 We are strong advocates for St. Albert’s arts and heritage

Our words and actions must match-up. The community
(volunteers, donors, staff, community partners and community
members) should view us as appreciative, consistent,
transparent, open, dependable and trustworthy.
We follow through on our commitments. Our messaging is
honest and sincere as are the actions of staff, volunteers and
the Board.
Fairness – Embracing equity
We value diversity and inclusion. Everyone is welcome and
treated with respect.
We use our resources to ensure the delivery of our strategic
plan. We treat our partners, volunteers and each other in a fair
and equitable manner.
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Develop innovative ways to optimize our resources
Intent – working within our capacity to find ways to improve
efficiency and get the best use of our resources (facilities,
human and financial). Innovative implies creative solutions,

new ideas and methods. It will empower staff to seek new
ways of operating their programs. Use of our resources should
align with our mission and vision.

Strategies

2018

1

Determine capacity for school and community programs, and facility rentals (dependent
on staffing levels, availability of facilities and demand) (link to 19 & 26)

•

2

Develop new criteria for evaluating and developing programs that include sustainability,
cost recovery, impact to the community and alignment with our mission (link to 19 & 26)

•

3

Increase engagement with public by creating a lecture series that is linked to exhibitions,
local history and art education.

4

Expand lecture series to online platforms

5

Review staffing models for program delivery (link to 20)

6

Expand our audience and become a destination in the Capital Region

7

Review management polices and streamline processes

•

8

Implement intranet to make internal communications more effective

•

2019

2020

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Raise visibility to increase awareness and engagement with the 			
Arts and Heritage Foundation
Intent – to raise awareness and understanding of who the
Foundation is; and how the museum, heritage sites and art

gallery fit into the structure. Developing strategies to increase
awareness and convert this into engagement.

Strategies

2018

9

Develop a brand book to clarify the relationship between the AHF, Musée Héritage
Museum, Heritage Sites and Art Gallery of St. Albert

10

Continue to develop and refine the new marketing direction (2017 initiative)

•

11

Explore digital marketing – responsive website, LSO and programmatic display
advertising

•

12

Continue to implement recommendations from website audit

•

13

Develop a public relations strategy

14

Continue to recruit and offer meaningful volunteer experiences
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•

•
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Diversify our funding sources for long-term success
Intent – continue to look for ways to diversity our funding,
grow earned and contributed revenue to make the Foundation
more self sufficient.

Strategies

2018

2019

2020

15

Implement technology solutions to increase donations at our venues

16

Develop a fund development strategy to increase annual giving

17

Maintain targeted grant applications and sponsorship

•

•

•

18

Research and identify grants to support projects and operating costs

•

•

•

19

Continue to develop new school and community programs (link to 1 & 2)

•

•

•

20

Increase awareness of earned and contributed revenue to financial sustainability of AHF
(link to 5)

•

•
•
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Maintain and continue to develop strong collaborations to ensure our
continued arts and heritage leadership in the community
Intent – maintain existing relationships with partners and
develop new relationships that are aligned with our goals.

Being more strategic and Investing in relationships that
advance our role as leaders in art and heritage.

Strategies

2018

2019

2020

21

Conduct annual review of community partnerships

•

•

•

22

Continue to focus on collaborations with other groups with similar goals (link to 28 & 29)

•

•

•

23

Assign a staff or board member to nurture relationship

•

•

•
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The heritage sites are fully restored, expanded, accessible and open to
the community
Intent – continue to work with the City and other partners to
ensure that the heritage sites development continues and that
progress is made towards expanding the museum either at its

current location or at the heritage sites. Continue to advocate
making sure that a future gallery expansion remains on the
radar.

Strategies

2018

2019

2020

24

Continue to work with COSA to ensure short and long term priorities are included in the
10 year Capital Plan

•

•

•

25

Continue to work with COSA to update project charters annually

•

•

•

26

Monitor the utilization of the facilities to determine priority (link to 1 & 2)

•

•

•
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We are strong advocates for St. Albert’s arts and heritage
Intent – this goal recognizes that we are best positioned to
advocate arts and heritage in the community and not leave it
to other groups to represent us, or our sector. We will leverage

and increase our influence as a community group through
advocacy.

Strategies

2018

2019

2020

27

Develop an advocacy plan to address key issues that affect AHF

•

28

Respond to arts and heritage issues in the community as they arise (link to 22)

•

•

•

29

Support community partners through advocacy (link to 22)

•

•

•

30

Promote and increase membership
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Operating Model
GOVERNANCE

Board of Trustees

Fund Development

EXECUTIVE

LEADERSHIP AND

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

Financial Management

Marketing and Communications
Membership Services

Art Gallery of St. Albert

Musée Héritage Museum

Heritage Sites

Exhibitions

Exhibitions

Restoration and maintenance

Programs

Programs

Programs

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

(school and community)

(school and community)

(school, community, and tours)

Visitor services

Visitor services

Visitor services

Rental and Sales Gallery

Collections Management

Collections Management

Research

Research

(Gift shop)

(Gift shop)

(Gift shop)

Archives
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